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Report summary  

This report investigates the current Branch and National arrangements for the           
appointment of major leadership roles within Scouting in Australia. It also           
investigates the National Chief Commissioner appointment from a youth perspective,          
with the intention to inform the upcoming appointment process of the next Chief             
Commissioner of Australia.  
Olympia Patrol looked at three major areas for this report: 

● Current youth involvement at State and Branch levels; 

● Desired attributes of the National Chief Commissioner 

● Recommended youth involvement in the appointment process. 
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Background: 

Current Youth Involvement Arrangements 

The Patrol investigated what methods of youth involvement, were used in the various 
Branches and at National for Australia. This was conducted to examine the current 
youth involvement within the branches, for similar appointments. From this it was 
discovered that there was little commonality in terms of youth involvement in either 
the, creation of selection criteria, membership of selection panels or involvement in 
the process at all. Below is a summary of what the patrol discovered. 
 

National 

The current process for selection of the Chief Commissioner is to have one member of 
the appointment panel representing the youth. This either being the National Youth 
Council Chair or the National Rover Chair, or their substitute. 

New South Wales 

The National Youth Council in it’s research wasn’t able to find documentation of Youth 
Involvement for the selection process. 

Victoria 

Victoria has traditionally had very little youth involvement in major appointments. 
However, with the appointment of the state’s new Chief Commissioner a new process 
has been developed and is in the initial stages of implementation. Giving a relevant 
youth member direct involvement in the selection and appointment of these major 
roles within the state; in this case a relevant youth member is one that has a direct 
investment or involvement in the appointed roles function.  

That is a Venturer from the local district would be a relevant youth member when 
appointing a District Commissioner or a Rover who participates in adventurous 
activities on a regular basis is relevant to a Branch Commissioner Adventurous 
Activities.  Victoria from this,  seems to have the most indepth youth involvement in 
their processes for appointments  

South Australia 

South Australia does have youth representation on its executive committee, which has 
the responsibility of arranging the appointment of or appointing the Chief 
Commissioner.  

Tasmania 

Tasmania has a youth member on their Branch Executive Committee, which is 
responsible for interviewing and selecting the Chief Commissioner. 

Queensland  

Currently the Queensland Branch has two young people under the age of thirty 
appointed to the Branch Executive Committee. There are plans for an increase in their 
involvement in the selection of their next Chief Commissioner, which may involve 
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selection criteria and possibly on the interview panel.  

 

Australian Capital Territory 

The ACT does use its youth in the selection of their Chief Commissioner in a way 
similar to that of most other branches. There is youth representation in existing 
executive and leadership committees, from this a youth perspective is heard in 
relation to appointments.  

Remaining Branches 

In our background research of the processes, the Northern Territory and  Western 
Australia were not covered.  After some effort at trying to receive feedback from 
reliable sources, none was receive. 
However it would be safe to assume that both of these branches would have some 
degree of youth  representation in regards to high level appointments similar to that 
of most of the branches nationwide. 

 

Attributes of a Chief Commissioner  

Desired attributes for the Chief Commissioner include: 

Communication Skills: It is vital that the Chief Commissioner of Australia is able to 
communicate in a variety of ways, including written, verbal and with the use of social 
media. They need to be able to communicate well with people of all ages both 
internally and externally to Scouting. 

 

Willingness and ability to adapt: The Chief Commissioner needs to be able to 
change their view and learn new skills. This needs to be done in ways that will move 
our organisation into the future in a forward and positive direction. 

 

Delegation and teamwork: Scouting is made up of many people all with different 
skills and ideas. It is vital for the Chief Commissioner to be able to recognise their 
own strengths and weaknesses and to utilise the efforts and opinions of individuals 
and committees to grow the organisation. 

 

Innovative: The Chief Commissioner needs to be forward thinking and innovative in 
developing the organisation, addressing and providing an organisational standpoint 
on social issues and in ensuring that the program is current and world class. 

 

Delegation: The Chief Commissioner needs to be able to accept and encourage the 
work of the committees that are in place. 

 

To live and abide by the Scout Law: The Chief Commissioner needs to set a prime 
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example to other members of the organisation in regards to the Scout Law. They truly 
need to follow and live by the Law whilst undertaking their duty as Chief 
Commissioner. 

 

Positive attitude: The Chief Commissioner needs to ensure that they maintain a 
positive attitude, even when there may be difficult issues that need to be addressed. 

 

Dependability & Self motivation: The Chief Commissioner needs to be dependable 
to complete tasks on time and to the best of their ability 

 

Problem solving skills: People do not always agree and problems can arise in any 
organisation, the Chief Commissioner needs to be able to act as a mediator when 
issues arise and address issues in a professional manner that is in the best interests of 
the organisation.  
 
Professionalism: It is important that the Chief Commissioner is professional whilst 
undertaking their role, particularly when addressing the public in any manner. As the 
face of Scouts Australia it is vital that they work to maintain our positive image. 

Recommendations:  
The Patrol as a result of its research and deliberations has decided            
upon the following recommendations: 

 

● That Selection Criteria be influenced by youth members at relevant levels. 
In the case if the upcoming Chief Commissioner role the Patrol 
recommends that the following criteria be taken into account: 

 

A. Having the skills to take a stand and take the lead on scouting and youth issues                
generally. 

B. The skills to be able to strengthen the scouting movement in Australia, with a              
commitment to information sharing and growing capacity. 

C. Embracing the consultative and decision by consensus nature of the          
movements hierarchy, while maintaining a strong leadership and direction         
setting position.  

D. Being able to effectively connect with the greater non scouting public and            
community in a way that progresses the scouting message, direction and           
image. 

E. Working with a diplomatic approach to the leadership and administration of           
the movement, so as to foster an inclusive and youth development focused            
movement. 

F. An understanding and recognition of young adults changing and growing role           
in the movement, including a desire to work with them to make decisions             
which will benefit Scouts as individuals and but also strengthen the youth            
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leadership direction of the movement. 
G. An ability to relate with young adults and youth throughout all sections of             

scouting.  

 

● In reference to all national major appointments, a system similar to that of             
Victorias new system of appointments be adopted. 

 

A. That this system or similar be the national minimum standard in youth            
involvement. 

B. That there be a youth member specifically appointed to a position on            
the panel for that specific purpose like the rest of the panel, not drawn              
from existing youth representation on branch executives or councils. 

C. A System that allows for a genuine youth voice that is relevant to the              
position. 

D. This system requires that youth member/s be treated as equal          
members of the selection panel, with all voting rights and decision           
making abilities. 

E. This system requires that the youth member be selected from the youth            
in which the potential leader would be responsible for. 

F. This Patrol recommends that greater investigation be made into the          
system that Victoria is now using.  
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